Mahatma Gandhi

This book contains a frank and illuminating
commentary on Gandhiji and his ideals by
the eminent French philosopher,Romain
Rolland.As a great European and
contemporary of the Mahatma,his views
have a special value. The appraisal and
assesment of Gandhijis ideals of truth and
Non-violence and of the strategy of passive
resistance against the mighty British
Empire is of particular interest as it comes
from
a
brilliant
mind
of
the
materialist-oriented West. Long before the
world bestowed renown on Gandhiji for his
political sagacity, Romain Rolland probed
and made known to humanity the spiritual
greatness of the man. The two understood
each other fully and the great scholar from
the west found and drew inspiration from
the well-springs of that highly cultivated
and dedicated soul. While expressing his
admiration for Gandhijis ethical approach
to religion and politics and his readiness to
sacrifice everything for the sake of
truth,Romain Rolland does not hesitate to
quote liberally from Tagore and Andrews,
who criticised some of Gandhiji;s political
decisions. He also brings out how British
policy forced Gandhiji to switch over from
an attitude of loyal co-operation with Great
Britain
to
that
of
non-violent
non-co-operation.Readers will find the
Book of sustained interest throughout.

Mahatma Gandhi was assassinated on 30 January 1948 in the compound of Birla House (now Gandhi Smriti), a large
mansion in central New Delhi.Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, commonly known as Mahatma Gandhi, was the
preeminent leader of Indian nationalism in British-ruled India. Employing Joseph Lelyvelds vivid, nuanced and
cleareyed study of Mahatma Gandhi focuses on his role as a social reformer, in both South Africa and inMohandas
Karamchand Gandhi is known as Mahatma meaning Great Soul. He campaigned for Indian independence from British
rule.Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born in the town of Porbander in the state of what is now Gujarat on 2 October
1869. He had his schooling in nearby Rajkot,Kids learn about Mohandas Gandhis biography. A great civil rights leader
from India. Mahatma Gandhi, byname of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, (born October 2, 1869, Porbandar, Indiadied
January 30, 1948, Delhi), Indian Gandhi called Jesus one of the greatest teachers of mankind in a 1926 letter to a
religious elder.Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, more commonly known as Mahatma (meaning Great Soul) was born in
Porbandar, Gujarat, in North West India, on 2nd - 3 min - Uploaded by Channel 4 NewsSubscribe to Channel 4 News:
http:///1sF6pOJ Hundreds of people gather in central London Revered the world over for his nonviolent philosophy of
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passive resistance, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was known to his many followers as Mahatma, Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi. Synopsis: lawyer, founder of the Natal Indian Congress, political prisoner, leader of the Indian
community inMohandas Karamchand Gandhi, commonly known as Mahatma Gandhi, was an Indian political and civil
rights leader who played an important role in IndiasMahatma Gandhi (Porbandar, India britanica 2 de octubre de
1869-Nueva Delhi, Union de la India 30 de enero de 1948) fue el dirigente mas destacado del
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